












10 DOWNING STREET

THE PRIME MINISTER 7 May 1979

Your kind message of congratulation

on my appointment as Prime Minister gave

me a special pleasure. Thank you for it,

and for your good wishes.

Britain has indeed learned from India:

now we have to teach Europe!

With every best wish,

Her Excellency Mrs. Indira Gandhi, M.P.







10 DOWNING STREET

THE PRIME MINISTER 13 August 1980

/

I enjoyed my talk with Mr. Swraj Paul -,,,,hen he came to see

me on your behalf in  July.  For my part I greatly value being

kept up to date on your thinking. It is important to us to have

a clear understanding of India and its view of the world. By

the same token it may be useful to you to have an account of my

own thinking from time to time. I should ;.uch like to send a

special representative to discuss with you privately on my

personal behalf the range of inirnational and bilateral issues

in which  we  share an interest. I have in mind Lord Greenhill

and would suggest late August or early September as  Mae  best

timing. I much look for-;ard to hearing whether you could receive

j im.

Her Excellency >;i,ir;at:_ Ganuhi



PME MINISTER'S
PERSONAL MESSAGE

SEALd:.. fem. w1 IME MINISTER

New Delhi,
August 27, 1980

Jnr%1 A  A

I have your letter of the 13th Augusta I am glad

that you could find time to meet Mr- Swraj Paul: Mr. Paul'

is a friend but I should like to clarify that he is not a

representative of any kind.,

I shall gladly meet Lord Greenhill when he comes.

We have the Commonwealth Heads of Governments Regional
Meeting between September 4 and 8, and President Kaunda of

Zambia will be here from 12th to 15th  September-

I  hope you won't mind my touching upon a  rather
sensitive matter. It is my own and my Government's desire

to improve our relations with the U.K. Unfortunately

there appear to be groups and individuals in your country,

and perhaps elsewhere, who do not wish this. Anyone in

public life has to be immune to criticism and I have long

got used to it, but the pattern of reporting on India in

the press and media in the U.K., and almost all over the

Western world, reveals what seams to be a persistent and

concerted campaign of misrepresentation and the deliberate

propagation of stories and image-casting which have little,

if any, base in actuality.

It is not my intention that you should in any way

interfere with the freedom of your press or academic

institutions but I thought that I should mention that this

is of considerable concern to the Indian people, who are

made to feel that the U.K. does not care for our friendship.

The violence that has recently erupted in some areas

of India is unlike the communal rioting that we have known

earlier. We discern a systematic pattern which could only

...2/-



be the outcome of a degree of preparedness .  We suspect

the hands of political personages and an attempt of

certain opposition parties to provoke confrontation

with Goovernment authority .  It is significant that

conflict is engineered between sections of the public,

specially those who wholeheartedly supported my Party in

the elections ,  and the police forces.

The escalation in petroleum prices and the new

international tensions make our own development effort

so much more difficult. Public investments for future

growth are inescapable. Yet public expenditure has to

be curtailed. Our per capita oil consumption is

amongst the lowest in the world .  Even so we are doing

our best to minimize it but because of the very large

size of our country and population ,  the total figure

cannot be small .  Hence we do not get advantage from

the concessions offered by OPEC countries. The

restrictive trade policies of the developed nations

aggravate our p ro blem.

We follow your news with great interest. Times

are troublesome almost all over the world.

With warm regards,

1S%A.- S11

The Pt. Ron .  Margret Thatcher
Prime Minister of Britain
London.
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10 DOWNING STREET

THE PRIME MINISTER 2 June, 1983

It has been the common aim of both our Governments for some

time now to strengthen our relations in the defence field, and I

am very pleased that Geoffrey Pattie's recent visit to India

was just as successful as the one John Nott paid to you last

autumn. I am also encouraged by the progress that has been made

in exchanges at official level such as those between our

scientists on the light combat aircraft programme (including

the British RB 199 engine) and on the Memorandum of Understanding

on defence equipment co-operation generally which your Defence

Secretary, Mr. Kaul, has been discussing this week in London with

Ministry of Defence officials. I can assure you that Britain


will play her full part in improving collaboration between our

two countries - not only in the supply of eduiument to meet your

Armed Forces' requirements but also in helping to build up the

indigenous capability in India to which I know you attach great

importance. The Rolls Royce Adour engine and Jaguar aircraft

programmes have been outstanding examples of what can be done

in this area.

It has been in this spirit that my Government has been

actively supporting both Westlands in their proposals to meet

the Indian Navy's requirement for an ASW helicopter with the

Sea King and British Aerospace in their offer to supply Sea 1

the most advanced air-to-sea missile in the Royal Navy's own

programme. I was delighted therefore to hear that the S(-1

is your Government's preferred choice and that your officials

have very recently completed the final contract negoliations

with the firms concerned. I have since heard of some del


concluding the matter, which is why I am sending you lhis

message at what is for me, as you will understand, a v(,rv

/bn-y tiy
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busy time. I am confident that the combination of Sea King
(which performed so well in the Falklands) and Sea Eagle

will prove to be an excellent one for the Indian Navy and
I do hope to hear in the near future that the contracts have
been signed. This will give the prospects for future defence
collaboration between India and Britain timely encouragement,
which I am sure we should both welcome.

Her Excellency Shrimati Indira Gandhi
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10 DOWNING SfRE'ET HI

THE 26 ,luly iliS3

/

Thank you very much for your letter of 24 June 1:13 ahd

excellent news that you have made a decision in favour of

the Sea King helicopter and Sea Eagle noissile.

I am delighted to hear that the contracts have now been

signed. You can be certain that thG British Gover=ent will do

all that it can to ensure the successful completen of this

nepst iporiant proa,-a,Tme. This will funther

growing relatienshiu between us in the defence field and the

close ties which already exist between our two countries.

T am -,-.rateful for the confidence you haYe shown in our

industry.

ot..r...,....)  ,..._,,,.,,4,..„,.„............\\
„....,, 
,.........

Tier bxellencv Shrimati Indira Gandhi
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PRIME MINISTER

CALL ON MRS GANDHI: 4.30 PM, 22 NOVEMBER

A

if you do not.  Foy' the  same  reasons a  brief mention of

the light combat aircraft project would be appropriate.

When you see Mrs Gandhi this afternoon you will be

concentrating mainly on CHOGM issues  an d these will also

be at the top of her mind. But you should not be

inhibited about raising bilateral issues. Mrs Gan dhi's

staff have told me that she would think it natural for you

to do so. You already have it in mind to raise the  Indo/

British Exchange revival; and the danger of aid underspend.

I recommend that you take adv an tage of the latter topic

to refer, however briefly, to the two major industrial

projects in which we are currently interested. It will be

taken as a lack of interest in them at the highest level

2. The specific points would then be as follows:

a) Indo/British Exch an ge. A revival of the

Kcenigswinter-type discussions we have had in

the past with the Indians would do much to add

an extra intellectual dimension to our relations

from which both sides would benefit. It would be

enough to get Mrs Gandhi to agree that the idea

should be pursued with vigour.

Aid underspend. This danger should not be

overstressed, since the Indian authorities now seem

to be back on track for the current year. They

/have

40.
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C U N F I D E is T I r, L
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have made a major effort to bring forward suitable

projects; and could reasonably claim that it is

now up to us to do our stuff commercially. The

main purpose of mentioning aid spending, as a

subject to be kept under review for the future,

would therefore be to lead into a reference to the

two major industrial projects:

(i) Durgapur steel

Contrary to previous indications, the

Indi an s at official level are thinking

of limiting BSC's role to consultancy,

an d putting the modernisation  packages

out to international tender. This would

delay implementation, and make it difficult

to maximise  British content. Mrs Gandhi's

Principal Secretary has given instructions

that the matter must go to Ministers after

your meeting with her, in order to take

full account of aid utilisation arguments

(if they give us enough of the business,

up to £100 million of aid might be made

available). Indi an  Ministerial decisions

may well depend on the outcome of any

discussion you have with Mrs Gandhi. Your

line should be that Mrs Gandhi and you

worked out a plan for Indo-British steel

collaboration over breakfast here last

September; you realise that that related

to a new plant at Daitari, since postponed

by public expenditure cuts,  an d that  Indian

priorities now centre on the modernisation

/an d

C F I .7 a„ T



C J  IN  F I D  E :I T I A L

_ 3

and expansion of the old pl an t at Durgapur;

an d you hope that in this context we can

work out something of comparable scale

terms  both of  business  for Britain

and of British aid).

(ii) Bal c o

GEC's bid for the captive power station
s NO,
for Bharat Aluminium (British content

would be about 121 million out of a total

cost of £159 million) is believed to be

lower than OT- he offer by the domestic

manufacturer BHEL,  an d delivery times are

shorter. We ha e offered F,45 million

capital and local cost aid, but BHEL are

lobbying hard. There would be price,

fin an cing  an d delivery advantages to the

Indi an s in placing the order with GEC, but

the decision is essentially political.

Officials are waiting for a steer from

the Prime Minister's Office. You should

theref ore urge that GEC's bid should b;

given a fair crack of the whip, provided

its competetlve which it is); this would

be particularly desirable given that they

felt a bit unfairly treated over their

System X telephone exchanges bid earlier

this year.

(c) LCA. The Indian Foreign and Defence Ministers whom

you met in London earlier in November are two of her

closest adv-.. sers . A brief reference to your

conversation with them would give you  an  opportunity

/to express

C 0 F I J T I. L
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C 0 I,  P  I J E N T 1 L
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to express pleasure at the Indi an  award of their

naval helicopter contract to Westl an ds (20 Sea Kings

with Sea Eagle missiles to a value of 2200 million

plus);  an d at their decision, just taken, to buy

12 more Sea Harriers. You could go on to say that

the Light Combat Aircraft project is, we hope, the

next major area for Indo-British arms supply

collaboration. We are in competition with the

Germans and possibly also the French for a

collaboration with the Indi an s on this project,

for manufacture here; and British Aerospace are now

engaged in a feasibility study. If India opts for

a British partner it will me an  a great deal of business

for BAe, Rolls Royce  an d associated comp an ies.

1

11

(Robert Wade-Gery)

22 November 1983

r I J S N I i, L
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BILATERAL  W ITH MRS.  GANDHI

CHOGM

How can we help?
Opening speech  :  what will you say?

__7Grenada :  concentrate on future.
_,__7Cyprus : how to handle?

Bretton Woods  :  our view.
(? Namibia).

BILATERAL

UK aid

'ossihle undersnend in 83/84.
Can your officials identify projects?

BHARAT aluminium company a'.

Early agreement on this would achieve
some aid expenditure this year.
Hope for quick conclusion of
negotiations on GEC bid.
Aid would be available, subject to

DURGAPUR  steel plant

Hope for substantial UK involvement,
led by British Steel Corporation,
in modernisation.

Non-Official conferences

Can we revive former series of
conferences of British and Indian
academics, journalists, politicians?




